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Abstract: This review paper contain wind energy innovation and approach depend on standard execution. Wind is the fifth 

largest sustainable energy resources. It is reasonable even discontinuous pollution free. Now a day we prefer to use wind 

energy as possible as lack of fossil fuel. In this we see the turbine used in this method comparison of type of turbine as well 

as generator also discuss difficulties faces etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wind energy is greatly fastest growing type of energy which is very easy to use and economically. This energy is second largest 

energy is used after the sun light energy. After getting high price of nonrenewable resources and lack of fuel we are getting to solve 

this problem because the energy is very important in our daily life , without the electricity we cannot imagine our life how it go 

smoothly.  Wind energy is sustainable energy source that has very small impact on environment as compared to burning fuel. Fossil 

fuel discharge a bulk amount of air pollution after burning it or any other pollution which impact on our environment. Wind turbine 

has a comparatively small bodily foot print. 

The more no of wind turbine at a place is called as wind farm. This is located at the open land or mountain, or offshore of lake or 

the sea where wind is available for the conversion of energy. India is the 4th largest country to use the wind energy in the world. 

Wind power conversion rate is increased as compare to last decade.  As the data we found in recent i.e. 28 February 2021 the energy 

conversion in India’s capacity was 38.789GW, this energy is getting increased in western and northern part.  

This power is an irregular type of power. Wind availability is vary according to the weather.  Condition of location etc., from this 

we conclude we have to arrange the alternative power resources to give supply on depending areas. For this we have to use power 

management technique such as having dispatchable power sources  such as hydro or gas etc, biological distribution of turbine , 

export and importing power to nearest areas, grid storage, dropping requirement when the seed of wind is low are used to overcome 

these problem.  As the proportional of power region increases, more conservative power sources are required for backup and up 

gradation is needed for grid. Weather forecasting is allow the electric power network to be readied for the expected variation in 

production that Occur. 

 

II. WIND ENERGY 

Advancement of wind energy in India is started in the starting of the year 1952 when Maneklal Sankal chand thacker is started a 

project in it with the Indian council of scientific and industrial research (CSIR) to search likely the harnessing power in the country. 

Thacker is very famous power engineer at that time in India.  

This energy is a changed over the day. And this energy is also changed like as the sun light. Sun light is making the energy by which 

the combination of hydrogen and helium. It dissolve and make the steam of heat and electromagnetic radiation from sun. 

Wind energy is vitality is a noteworthy source of wounding border drive and an all the rage player in the all over the world liveliness 

advertises. Like  a top in class of energy improvement, the  main aimed growth and quick group of wind energy are assume, like a 

non audience of downward to earth  next the point of confinement for the level of wind that may be synchronized, that means the 

correct connection  into the electrical structure for getting good result. It has been assessed that the aggregate sun oriented energy 

get by the earth is approximate 1.87×1011 Mega Watt. Around 35 percent of wind energy is scatters inside 1000 meter of the earth 

surface. Consequently nearby wind energy that may be change over into move away type of energy is roughly/approximately 

1.26×109 Mega Watt. This record tell about approximate twenty times the near rate of worldwide vitality utilization wind vitality 

could on very basic level full fill the daily basis energy needed by the world. Contrasted with familiar energy resources this energy 

has abundant favorable situation and reparation. Not at all similar to that oil derivatives that give off explosive gases and atomic 

drive so that create large amount of radioactive waste, which is very dangerous for the environment and birds as well as humans. 

Wind energy is clean and amicable source of power. As a nonstop free available source of life it is free of cost, it is easy to handle 

and rich in many area of world wide. Also  we need more wide spread operation of wind energy would help weaken the interest for 

nonrenewable energy resources which could be finished sooner are later in the centaury dependent upon their present uses moreover 

the cost per Kilo Watt Hours(KWH) of this energy is greatly  lower than sun energy in this technique as most expectant power 

sources. It is trusted that gust power assume and necessary part of worldwide power supply in this century. This energy is very 

economical and eco-friendly and easy to handle it. It is available in various part of the world. 

III. POWER CALCULATION 

  kinetic energy  =  
1 

2
𝑀𝑉 2   

    Power is Kinetic Energy per unit time (P)= 
1

2
MV2 
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    Fluid workings gives mass flow rate; 

           dm/dt = ρ* A * V 

          P = 
1

2
   ꝭAV3  

a) Wind speed(V):- the speed of wind is primary quantity which is needed to produce wind energy moving from high to low 

pressure usually due to change in atmospheric temperature.  

b) Air density (ꝭ):-  for knowing the turbine gets the depth of air moving with height and temperature, we check or test in the 

denser skies which has  more power. the reaction is less broad at high altitude than a drift level and tepid air is less dense the 

cold air. Everything is equal, turbine will deliver at more power at bringing down heights and places where average 

temperature is down. 
C)  Area Swept by  the turbine:- 

This area refers to the area of the loop swept by the blades which is calculated by same as ring or circle area. the formula is 

given below 

               A=πr2  

 

IV. WIND TURBINE 

A wind turbine is a type of turbine which is used to change the storm energy (kinetic energy) into electrical energy. this is complete 

large range moreover upright or flat type. The turbine is made to power neglect the logical amount of the puff of air toward drive a 

machine( generator) the gentle wind could be a clean and property of supply of fuel it does not create discharges and it will not at 

all stock out since its forever  restored with the power of the sun. in some performance , airstream turbine piece the quality 

development of older wind mills anyway. Currently there have 3 cutting edges that spin around of flat shape at the most prominent 

of tower which is made by steel one in all the head usual and trend turbine designs may be a metal height with a 3 spiky edge rotor. 

 

Vertical type: this type of turbine is used in wind from to convert the wind energy into the electrical energy. In this the main rotor 

shaft is set sloping to wind while the main method are located at base of the turbine. This kind allows gear box and machine 

(generator) is located at near to ground, facilitating check and maintained (repair).in this the axis of turbine is upright to the wind 

streamlines and vertical to the ground. 

a) Horizontal type: in this type of turbine large three blade horizontal axis with the blade upwind of the tower create the 

overwhelming best part of wind power in the worldwide in present day. This turbine have the main rotor shaft and electrical 

generator at the top of the tower. 

 

v. TECHNOLOGY USED IN WIND FARM 

Fresh, wind turbine deployed during the world present, have three blade rotor with radius 34 meters mounted on a top 68-80 meter 

towers. The output power of turbine is forbidden by rotating blades on their long axis to modify the angle of hit with respect to the 

relative wind as the blade turn about the rotor center which referred as a controlling the blade pitch, the turbine id sharp into the 

wind by rotating nacelle about the tower and this is called yaw control by yaw or yaw control. Approximately all turbine control 

with the rotor to be found on the all over the world side of the tower which is called as an upward rotor. A sensor mounted on the 

nacelle advice the yaw controller where to point the turbine is known as wind sensor. And when mutual with sensors on generator 

and make it a train. blade pitch control is the type of control is used in power control & rotor speed and avoid to overfilling structure 

components. 

A turbine will start producing power approximately in wind of about of 3-4 meter/sec. and reaches its maximum power output at 

about 20-25m/s.  The turbine will spiral at about 26.8 m/s. turbine change of recti-linear violent flow progress to the turn of the pole 

through pivoting smooth surfaces.  

There are three types of common generating schemes that are used to attach storm energy. They are follows 

i. Fixed-speed wind generator. 

ii. Variable speed storm manufacturer employing Doubly-Fed Induction Generator 

iii. Multi-pole synchronous machine used in direct drive equipment. 

NEG Micon, G E storm force, Nordex, Enercon, Suzlon and Vestas  are some of the growing production house of big/ large wind 

generator.  

There are region unit 3 basic style of revolving engine of turbine utilized these present days the speed twist turbine is mounted with 

confine induction generator, the variable speed turbine with doubly fed induction generator and in this method the uneven speed 

turbine with synchronous generator broad accessible power and may not add to voltage management. Hence through static capacitor 

an administration may allow twist ranches with this sort of generator to send power this sort of generator region with abound to 

vanish from wind turbine.  

 

The variable speed turbine with DFIG are want to frequently management led to transport reappearance and voltage control with 

succeeding converter inside the rotor. Code of control redesign and component adjustment region unit critical a considerable 

measure of precision the rating may be expanded for reappearance reaction. 
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Comparison among the various type of generator used in wind energy conversion 

 

Constant Speed  Doubly Fed Direct Drive 

More mechanical stress Less mechanical stress Less mechanical stress 

More noisy Less noisy Less noisy 

Areodynamically efficient  Aerodynamically efficient Aerodynamically efficient 

 Large rating Small rating Large rating 

Flickering is important Flickering is not important  Flickering is not important 

Compensation possible in 

node voltages changes 

with additional 

equipments 

Compensation possible in 

node voltages changes but 

dependent on converter 

rating 

Compensation possible in 

node voltages changes but 

dependent on converter 

rating 

More efficient  Less efficient Less efficient 

 

 A great change is notice in an average yearly in wind speed in the time period of  20 year  is to be well-known and more significant 

part of the base qualities being from under 7.8 meter per second to changed nearly 9.2 m/s. this is semi permanent learning of gentle 

wind is get from  the concise awareness structure controlled by mechanical meteorological observatories was investigated and 

announced by koet al. the outcome demonstrate that the change of the mean  breeze speed yearly  occurs at the exact destination. It 

shows to diminish somewhat on jeju island while the 2 contradict locales have unequal trend. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES IN WIND TURBINE  

Now a days the wind turbines are intended for a supervision for whole life of 20 to 30 years.  The manufacturers of Rotating motor 

and elective power plants confront the critical test of knowing the best approach to get the  benefit life objective while 

limiting/control the  support and maintenance cost. 

A)  TECHNICAL PROBLEM  

When we talk about the wind age in india we must include a lower plant proportional (PLF) contrasted with fuel, hydro, gas and 

diesel power plant and its furthermore low if we tend to compare it and universal principles.  The main centre reason of this issue 

it because of the more significant part of windage cultivates in the Asian nation are came to up to its exciting sum and needs 

repowering. 

Although when we talk about the impact on environment the  wind energy power plant have relatively little impact on the 

environment as compared to conventional/nonrenewable power plants such as coal base plant, diesel base, radioactive base and 

many more , concern exist over the noisy production by the turbine blades and visual impacts to the background/ landscape. 

B) INSFRASTRUCTURE OR ECONOMICS 

The civil and electrical works are often referred to as the balance of plant. The electrical and civil works are often designed and 

installed by a outworker or contractors separately from the supplier.  

With the high buying price of the energy components in Asian countries create the obstacle for wind power sector growth such as 

the cost of turbine the component and main is the initial infrastructure cost. The project support methodology applied for a majority 

wind power generation comes area unit planned with 70  to 30 debt equity magnitude relation that additionally which more interest 

rate of the capital cost  that create a rich debt under worrying political economy condition of Asian condition. 
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C) OTHER ISSUES 

a) Aviability of land i.e more area  

b) execution of recent updated levy according to CERC rules. 

c) producers/ design engineers obtained the potential arrive in this sector. 

d) Another issue is to construction of framework for control clearing and transmission offices is challenging. 

e) Development of planning and anticipating structure. 

f) removal of accelerated decline 

 

Vii. CONCLUSION 

Wind energy is very sustainable energy resources presented all over the world. The potential of wind power is diverse in India on 

the other hand there are issues of cost and scale related with large scale creation of wind power.  The benefit that we get despite 

these cost issues is that the environment impact of energy generation and utilization can be notably reduced. 

A great sustainable solution is obvious that the utilization of wind power in the overall world as a permanent resolution to this world 

power consideration may well be property as over the non-conventional energy. Even so conditions for the property are evaluated. 

As a outcome, albeit the resource in its current state of technology is useful enough to be support plentiful expansion within the 

selling, achievements of vast scientific opportunities might find yourself creating the belongings boundless based on the non-

conventional energy resources. This type is economical as well as less impact on the environment. 

At the various parameter the wind power has proven such as less impact on environment, economical level to be not solely 

environmentally however additionally socially commercial to financially reinforced wind industry where as ceasing to price 

competition. So this is very important to develop the power sector we must use the renewable energy resources to decrease the 

requirement of nonrenewable energy resources. 
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